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Summary and 

We demonstrate that the production mode (c) pp4w+ + b+f+X ( 

pp+w++r +x 
Lti 

where the b is misidentified as a 1. 

provides a favorable signal/background ratio for intermediate 
Higgs masses (2ml < ma c fmw ) provided that b/t jet dir- 
crimination can be made at the 1% level while maintaining 
about a 10% resolution in the mass squared of the tf jet pain 
and top detection efficiencies above 20% . 

Sample Feynman diagrams for (o), (b) and (c) are illuetrated in 
Fig. 1. (b) is initiated by ud annihilation, as is the production 
mechanism (a), and in particular cannot make use of the large 
gg luminosity function that makes the tf continuum without 
the W+ trigger so large. (c) is primarily a gg initiated process 
(in fact we compute only these terme), but can be suppressed 
by adequate b/t jet discrimination. 

The difficulty of seeing a directly produced Kiggs boson 
with mass 2ml < mg < 2rnw in the process 

pp-(Ir +x 
L tf -- 

is well known. The continuum QCD background of tf pairs is 
too large by several orders of magnitude to allow identification 
of the Ho + tf signal with, for instance, a 10% loiw reeolu- 
tion in p, the tf pair mass squared. When ma > 2mu the 
decay Ho -+ W+W+ dominates and the smaller background of 
W+W- continuum pairs should make identification of such a 
Higgs possible.’ Planned c+c- machines will be able to produce 
and identify a Higgs with maw c 100 GeV through toponium 
decays or production in association with a Z”.2 

We have investigated in detail the backgrounds to the 
process 

(a) PP+w++r+X , 

tf 

a possible probe of the intermediate mass region. In thii pro- 
duction mechanism the intermediate virtual W+ implies the 

-. presence of the relatively large (order g&) W+ - W+H” 
coupling while the final state W+ trigger provides an appro 
ciable suppression of the backgrounds. The wont backgrounds 
come from two sourcea: 

(b) PP+W+ +gL+x I 
tf 
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The matrix element for (o), without the B” -, d decay, 
appears in EHLQ.’ We have added the decay matrix element, 
and also, in computing cross sections, have required cuts on - 
the tf pairs and W+ which enhance their obeenabiity in the 
apparatus. The matrix elements for (b) and (c) were computed 
in several independent ways using algebraic manipulation pro- 
grams and manual checks, and will appear elsewhere.s The 
same cuts as for (o) are imposed for the (b) and (c) cross sec- 
tions. The cuts can be specified in terme ol: 
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Figure 1 
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(i) yw -the W  r;rpidity, 

(4 YE - the tf or b? pair, or Higga rapidity, 

(iii) p? - the W  transverse momentum. 

They are typically -2 < yw < 2, -2 < ya < 2 and p: > 
40 GeV/c. For (b) and (c) we present (do/d@) AM?, where 
A4 is tf or bf pair mane (and ir eet equal to the mg value 
under consideration), and Ahf = .l mf ir the aw~umed mana 
rquared resolution. For (a) we rimply have integrated over the 
Breit-Wigner pole for the Ho decay. All calculationa employ 
NSET = 2 EHLQ distribution functions;’ m  = 40 GeV/c2 
throughout. 

We exhibit our result8 in a rriea of figuren. In F&B. 2-7 
process (a) in represented by the solid curve, (b) by a dashed 
curve, and the contributionr of (c) have been divided by a 
factor of one hundred (1OO)~uivalent to the aeeumption of 
1% b/i jet discrimination-and shown Y a dotted curve. 

Figure 2 rhowr the cross eectiona aa a function of mg for 
fi = 40 TeV, -2 < yw, ya < 2, p: > 40 GeV/c. Clearly 
background (b) in nicely below the signal process (a), while 1% 
b/t jet discrimination reducer (c) to a manageable problem. 
The signal crcee section is of order 1 pb yielding ten thousand 
events in astandard t = IOU/cm2 year. A leptonic W+ trigger 
leaves more than a thousand events, ase.uming leptonic detec- 
tion efficiencies above 50%. Efficiencies for top jet detection aa 
low ad 20% would leave a measureable signal. 
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Figure 2 

Figure 3 shows the crose eectionr aa a function of fi for 
mg = 130 GeV/c2, -2 < yw, ya < 2, pF > 40 GeVfc. 
Lower machine energies make the event rate marginal, but do 
not significantly alter the signal to background ratio. 
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Figure 3 

Figure 4 givee the differential dietributionr for the top quark 
energy for mg = 130 GeV/c2, -2 < yw, ye < 2, pF > 
40 GeV/c, and fi = 40 TeV. Apparently, cute in thir vari- 
able can be used to enhance rignal to background, eomewhat. 
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Figure 4 

Figure 5 gives the differential diitributione in pF for ma = 
130 GeV/c’, -2 < w, ye < 2, and fi = 40 TeV. Ram Fig. 5 
we see that increasing the minimum allowed value of py does 
yield Borne signal to background enhancement, but only at the 
sacrifice of event rate. 
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Figure 5 

Figure 6 givee the differential distribution in c(wBa~o, 
where CO&J eoco = ( $beom X lb ) . (fit orb X $I), for ma = 
130 GeV/c’, -2 < yw,y~ < 2, p? > 40 GeVjc, and 
fi = 40 TeV. A cut to keep 190~0 away from 0” or 180” ia 
desirable. 
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Figure 7 shown the yn rapidity &tribution for ma = 
130 Gev/& -2 < yw < 2, p: > 40 GtVfc. Tightening 
the rapidity cut enhancea rignal to background, a&n at the 
racrifice of rate. 
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Figure 7 

The results for the crcea oectiom including cutr are encour- 
aging. The background proce~, (b), of W + ti continuum pair 
produced through an intermediate gluon definitely can be made 
smaller than the Higga signal for moderately good resolution in 
M. If it proves to be desirable to trigger on the aaaociated W 
through its leptonic decay, it would be necessary to identify the 
top jetr through their purely hadronic decays. without the loss 
of any energetic neutrinos in the flavor decay chain. Othemiee 
the W and tf maa= could not be reconstructed. Further- 
more, top-bottom jet discrimination must be made at the level 
of l%, with ntleant moderate top detection efficiency; in this 
way the Wbf (or Wt6) misidentification background would be 
adequately suppressed without too great a low of event rate. 
White these are nontrivial requirements, preliminary studies’ 
at Snowmass ‘84 indicate that highly segmented detectom and 
cleverly designed discrimination algorithms (baaed on a set of 
optimally chosen variables) may be able to achieve the required 
maas resolution and discrimination power. 
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